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Abstract
Sexual abuse in the Christian Church has been a problem for many decades, and scholars
have written extensively about sexual abuse occurring in the Catholic Church. However, abuse
occurring in the Protestant Church has not been given that same attention. In 2017, the #MeToo
movement went viral and has inspired many sexual abuse survivors to share their stories. I will
argue that the Protestant Church should acknowledge the #MeToo movement’s
accomplishments, and that this acknowledgement would lead to positive changes in how it
approaches sexual abuse. I also will discuss financial abuse, which is a correlating behavior
along with sexual abuse. Following a literature review, I critically engage with the legacies of
Jim Bakker and Ravi Zacharias. As a counter to this problem, I propose that religious
disobedience and survivor support organizations help combat pastoral sexual abuse.

Keywords: Sexual Abuse, Survivor, Financial Abuse, Pastor, Parishioner, Protestant Church
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“Standing in the Gap”: Combating Sexual and Financial Abuse
in the Protestant Church
“The people of the land have used oppressions, committed robbery, and mistreated the poor and
needy; and they wrongfully oppress the stranger. So I sought for a man among them who would
make a wall and stand in the gap before Me on behalf of the land, that I should not destroy it; but
I found no one” (Ezek. 22.29-30).
In this paper, I will be answering the question “Should the Protestant Church
acknowledge the #MeToo movement, and if so, how?” I will argue that the Protestant Church
should take note of the #MeToo movement’s accomplishments and deal with sexual abuse in its
own system. I will also elaborate on one toxic trait that correlates with sexual abuse, which is
financial abuse, and discuss why it is essential to curb financial abuse. The stories of evangelists
Jim Bakker and Ravi Zacharias will support my position. Throughout this paper, I will share
important Scriptures that relate to these topics and show how the Scriptures justify my call to
action. I will also critically engage with the legacies of Bakker and Zacharias, discussing the
false dichotomies that sexual abuse survivors in the church must confront (stay with the abuser’s
church or leave and face “God’s wrath”). The solution to this false dichotomy is what I call
“religious disobedience,” which is similar to civil disobedience. If I am successful in this
endeavor, then I will have shown that justice requires a critical look at the institution of the
Protestant Church, especially how it deals with sexual and financial abuse. This institution favors
pastors instead of parishioners when it should be the other way around.
Introduction
Sexual abuse in the Christian Church has always been a problem, but it has not been
taken seriously until the late 20th and early 21st centuries. A turning point in confronting
ecclesiastical sexual abuse began in 2002, when The Boston Globe published a bombshell article
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that dropped on the Roman Catholic Church. It revealed that priests, who are expected to take a
vow of celibacy, had been sexually molesting children from the mid-1970s until that present
time. This revelation sparked a series of reforms in the Catholic Church, with Pope Francis being
at the forefront of pioneering these changes.
The biggest turning point came 15 years later in 2017, when the #MeToo movement
gained prominence. This movement was founded by Tarana Burke in 2006 and was carried on by
many survivors of movie producer Harvey Weinstein’s sexual abuse. They asserted that
Weinstein would give them various roles in movies if they performed sexual favors for him.
Weinstein’s actions were the result of a Hollywood culture that was an open secret for decades.
The “casting couch” phenomena was a by-product of this culture. In order to get roles (especially
leading ones), women were often asked to sleep with directors or producers. Another prominent
by-product of this toxic culture was silence about sexual violence. It was well-known that
comedian Bill Cosby would go out with women and give them Quaaludes (a date rape drug), and
nothing was done about it (“A Look At Bill Cosby’s Testimony About Quaaludes | AP News”).
Famous actresses Rose McGowan, Alyssa Milano, Salma Hayek, and others bravely shared their
stories (Cassata) and initiated a social media-wide revolution where women confessed their
stories of sexual harassment and abuse. Workplaces took note of these testimonies and
accordingly made positive changes. However, these positive changes have been largely lost on
the Protestant Church.
Literature Review
The existing literature on sexual ethics in the Christian church is sparse and full of
conflicting scriptural interpretations. Prior to 1970 (when rape crisis centers became popular),
interpretations of sexual roles in the church carried a strong patriarchal bias and were more
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confusing than clear. Women were classified under a virtuous woman/harlot dichotomy, which
stemmed from the idea that the first woman, Eve, brought sin into the world. “Harlots” were
perceived as women who followed in their ancestress’s footsteps (a famous example is the
seductress in Proverbs 7), while “virtuous women” emulated the Proverbs 31 woman and were
“saved through childbirth” (1 Tim. 2.15). For most of the Church’s history, women were seen as
less than human beings, the most extreme belief being that they were capable of only doing evil.
This belief departs drastically from Genesis chapter 1 where God created both man and woman
in His image, and they were both perceived as “very good” by Him:
So God created man in His own image; in the image of God He created him; male
and female He created them. Then God blessed them, and God said to them, “Be
fruitful and multiply; fill the earth and subdue it; have dominion over the fish of
the sea, over the birds of the air, and over every living thing that moves on the
earth” (Gen. 1.27-28).
Therefore, He granted mankind (both male and female) sovereignty over His “good”
creation. The key word in this passage is “them.” The most prevalent belief seems to imply that
only men have been granted the privilege of dominion. But women are granted this power too.
They certainly have a say in raising children and running households (as do men, but women are
perceived as the prime caretakers). But I also believe that the Scriptures would condone women
having prominent roles in traditionally male-dominated fields such as law, government, and
business. After all, Deborah is the only female leader in the Book of Judges, and she is
considered a “major” (ruling for 40+ years) judge at that! “So the land [Israel] had rest for forty
years” (Judg. 5.31b). Besides being a judge, she wrote songs and was a prophetess (she was one
of the few Israelites of her time blessed with the Holy Spirit). There are other prophetesses
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mentioned in Scripture (e.g. Huldah and Isaiah’s wife), as well as a queen. Esther married the
Persian king Xerxes after he disowned Vashti, the previous queen. She hid her Israelite heritage
(her real name was Hadassah), and with the help of her cousin Mordecai, saved the Jewish
people from genocide by Haman (Xerxes’ influential advisor). Because of Esther’s bravery, the
Jewish holiday of Purim exists. In the New Testament, we find the story of Lydia. She was a
dealer in purple cloth (considered a luxury in Roman times) and heard Paul preach. After this,
she became a Christian and invited Paul to her house. Lydia was the first European Christian, so
Church history would look a lot different if she was not hospitable to Paul and eventually
allowed a house church to meet in her home!
Because of this erroneous belief which denied giving “direct power” (economic,
political, and ecclesiastical positions) to most women, it was much easier for women to be
targeted and abused by such groups as the Spanish Inquisition. Torture methods certainly
affected sexual health of victims; it was not unusual for women to be raped during interrogation
for unwarranted crimes. Sexual abuse also occurred in contexts outside of interrogation. The
Church had great power in medieval and Renaissance European society, enabling priests to be
major parts of people’s lives. For instance, going to confession would have been perceived to a
wayward priest as a suitable time to prey on a parishioner. Financial abuse was also present in
ecclesiastical life; the Catholic Church has a long history of corruption in appointing priests to
become cardinals, bishops, and even pope. These fallible interpretations of Scripture were
solidified into Church doctrine and passed down for many years.
Marie Fortune (1983) explains this brief history in Sexual Violence: The Unmentionable
Sin. Since sexual violence was “swept under the rug,” she authored this book to confront the
reality of sexual violence. She argues that victims are seen as objects by perpetrators, and that
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many myths perpetuate society’s condoning of sexual violence, including the ecclesiastical
interpretations mentioned above. The truth, according to Fortune, is that victims should be seen
as people who have dignity and autonomy (meaning that they can make their own decisions). For
far too long, women have been perceived as less than human, and adherence to this myth
permitted men to commit and justify unspeakable acts of violence against them. Fortune also
discusses the unequal power dynamic inherent in the pastor-parishioner relationship. Most
parishioners seek out pastors when they are in a crisis and need guidance, especially in times of
great trauma (divorce, death of a loved one, etc.). Ideally, the pastor provides spiritual and
sometimes practical guidance to parishioners. Parishioners usually are emotionally vulnerable,
which leaves them open to committing irrational acts such as sleeping with pastors. So, pastors
have power but parishioners do not. Pastors need to be aware of their feelings toward
parishioners (especially feelings of sexual attraction) and not insert them into a delicate situation.
However, this is far from reality. Many stories exist where pastors come across a sexually
attractive parishioner and engage in these unnecessary and unethical relationships.
A discussion of rape is at the heart of Sexual Violence: The Unmentionable Sin. Fortune
argues that rape is not about sex but is about power. “Clinically, rape is considered a
pseudosexual act. It is an act which has the appearance of sexual activity in that genital contact is
involved. However, rape is only pseudosexual because it is committed in order to fulfill
nonsexual needs related to power, anger and aggression” (Fortune, 7-8). In sociology, there are
three types of rapists: anger, power, and sadistic. Anger rapists project their hostile feelings on
victims, power rapists seek to gain control over their victims, and sadistic rapists are motivated
by a desire to hurt someone. As we can see, all three categories share an urge to dominate the
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victim (Fortune 8). This distinction is important because many people think that rape is
exclusively about sex, ignoring the power dynamics behind it.
Fortune also draws a distinct line between sexual activity and sexual violence, asserting
that society confuses the two concepts. She sketches this distinction using a continuum. Normal
sexual activity that is consented to falls under “sexual activity,” while rape and sexual activity
that appears in pornography falls under “sexual violence.” She would categorize the above
scenario as “sexual violence” because the survivor is in an emotional state and may not
understand the full implications of engaging in a sexual relationship with her minister. The
minister only wants to fulfill his sexual needs and projects them onto the parishioner, making
him a perpetrator. However, there are some instances where a pastor dating a parishioner resulted
in a successful marriage. These scenarios can be classified under “sexual activity.” It should be
noted that successful marriages between pastors and parishioners are exceptions to the norm.
She also addresses the many societal misconceptions about rape. For example, society
warns women and girls to beware of sadistic rapists, when in fact they are not common. The
media certainly does not help since rapists, if portrayed, usually fall under the sadistic category.
Racism is also present in this discussion; for example, white women have been warned to beware
of men of color, when a typical rapist is a white male. Women of color are also more prone to
rape, even though the stories of white women are shared more often (Fortune 54). The most
important myth to debunk is the fact that victims are never responsible for their rapes. Even
though survivors usually are paralyzed or even orgasm during the rape, it does not mean that
they wanted to be raped. Fortune’s literature was revolutionary during the time it was written,
and she has also written other important works dealing with sexual violence in an ecclesiastical
context.
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Another one of her books is the classic Is Nothing Sacred? When Sex Invades the
Pastoral Relationship (1989). In this book, she tells the story of the Reverend Peter Donovan,
who was pastor of First Church of Newburg in Minnesota. The church was an ideal house of
worship; there was a vibrant youth group and congregation. The former minister retired and a
new replacement was needed. A minister was not quick to be chosen, and the congregation was
desperate to fill the void. Donovan had a stellar resume, minus the fact that there were whispers
of sexual misconduct at his previous church. First Church ignored these murmurs and hired
Donovan. After all, he was an attractive, charismatic pastor in his mid-thirties who happened to
be single. The young women wanted to date him, and the older women thought he was a catch
for their daughters and granddaughters.
Donovan dated some female parishioners, but the relationships were far from wholesome.
He would start out as kind and charming, but show his true colors when things became serious.
On top of that, the church found out that the rumors about Donovan’s sexual misconduct were
true. He would claim that his girlfriend was the only one, when he was dating others. Pastoral
visits would end up in a parishioner’s bedroom. It is believed that there were many survivors of
Donovan’s sexual abuse, but six survivors were brave enough to share their stories. They found
out about each other and began meeting at the home of one survivor’s mother. Eventually,
Fortune was called to help them, and she learned about each individual story. Most of them
experienced some sort of vulnerability (e.g. troubled marriage, naivete about relationships). This
group of survivors wanted justice to be done, but it was hard to come by, especially in the early
1980s (when this story took place).
Fortune wrote about a church meeting conducted in August 1984, when events came to a
head. All of the survivors were there, but the church was so divided and the atmosphere so tense
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that they did not speak out, for fear that they wouldn’t be believed. As their counselor, Fortune
herself could have spoken out on behalf of them, but she did not. That was the biggest moment
of her career that she regretted. It took Newburg Church a total of three years to get rid of the
Reverend Peter Donovan. That should never happen. At the end of the book, Fortune provides a
brief epilogue on each of the six survivors, as well as an appendix for dealing with sexual
misconduct by a clergy member. It was developed by the Northwest District of the American
Lutheran Church in 1987, and serves as a model for other churches to develop and even
strengthen their response to sexual abuse.
Peter Rutter (1989) gives a psychological point of view to this issue in his book Sex in
the Forbidden Zone. Other relationships with unequal power dynamics such as lawyer-client,
professor-student, and doctor-patient are discussed alongside a pastor-parishioner relationship.
He explains that both survivor and perpetrator often let sex infringe in these nonsexual
relationships because they are looking for something that the other person can fulfill. Let us
examine the professor-student relationship for a moment, assuming that the student is female and
the professor is male. The student seeks the professor out because he is intelligent and highly
educated, an expectation that all students should expect from their professors. Besides being a
mentor, he can also serve as a father figure, especially if the student grew up in less-than-ideal
circumstances. The professor is more than happy to assist his student. However, there is an extra
dimension in this relationship. Both the professor and student may have sexual feelings toward
each other. The professor may be aware of this reality even more so than the student since he
may be wanting to “get in touch with his feminine side” (and the student wants to empower her
“masculine side”).
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These same dynamics can also apply to a pastor-parishioner relationship, again assuming
that the parishioner is female and the pastor is male. Unlike the professor-student relationship,
the pastor-parishioner relationship is unique because the pastor is acting as God’s representative.
The parishioner is experiencing a time of great vulnerability and seeks out the pastor for spiritual
counsel. The pastor indeed has great spiritual power. But we must remember that pastors are
human too. They are prone to the same thoughts we are, sexual fantasies not exempted.
Sometimes the pastor can have sexual feelings for a parishioner (and the same could be true).
Perhaps the feeling is mutual. Pastors must know that they can have sexual fantasies, but they
must be controlled. If a parishioner is coming to the pastor and needs spiritual counsel but the
pastor uses the situation to his advantage (ignoring or belittling the parishioner’s need in favor of
his sexual feelings and/or needs), this action could have lasting spiritual effects as well as
physical, mental, emotional, relational, and other aspects.
Rutter writes about the effect of sexual abuse on both men and women. Interestingly
enough, some men have wounds that they seek to heal through a relationship with a woman.
American culture teaches men that women have a responsibility to help them feel, since they are
socialized to be other-oriented and men are taught to be self-oriented. Our culture also places a
high emphasis on virile masculinity, meaning that we slap a man on the back and congratulate
him when he sleeps with multiple women, but we condemn women who sleep with multiple men
as “harlots”. Men also have wounds from distant parents (both fathers and mothers are
susceptible to being distant) as well as clingy parents (i.e. a mother who does not allow her son
to become his own person). These factors come together and can affect a man’s perception of
women if he is not aware of the effects of his culture and family life.
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Karen Lebacqz and Ronald Barton (1991) build upon Fortune and Rutter’s work in their
book Sex in the Parish. It details results from a qualitative study which was concerned with
finding out pastors’ attitudes toward sexuality. This study revealed that pastors were largely
aware of sexuality and the great power that it holds. Most pastors used it to connect with God,
since sexuality is an integral part of being human. Another important note: Most ministers were
unaware of sexual abuse victims in their parishes. This is quite an alarming statistic, because
most pastors admitted that they were not well versed in how to deal with sexual abuse. So, the
authors spend most of the book addressing unequal power dynamics and discussing practical
ways to assist sexual abuse victims without being careless or patronizing.
The #MeToo movement took off in 2017, but the actual movement was established 11
years earlier. Tarana Burke, an African American woman, lived a lifetime of activism. As a
teenager, she led campaigns and led initiatives around issues such as housing inequality, racial
discrimination, and economic inequality. She joined and worked closely with a group called 21st
Century. Burke continued being an activist throughout her college career at Alabama State
University, a Historically Black College or University (HBCU) and an activist-friendly campus.
After graduating from ASU, she moved to Selma, Alabama, to work for 21st Century. While
there, she encountered “many young women of color who were survivors of sexual violence and
abuse” (Alexander). Burke was also a survivor of sexual abuse and she empathized with these
young women. In 1996, she was part of an all-girls bonding session at a youth camp when one of
the participants approached her after the session. She immediately confided in Burke about her
experience with sexual abuse. This scenario laid the foundation for the ‘me too’ movement,
which was officially created in 2006. The movement’s vision was to promote “empowerment
through empathy,” and its twofold mission was to facilitate healing and train survivors to work in
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communities of color (Alexander). Burke also got involved with many other organizations, but
she is best known for founding ‘me too.’
TIME Magazine printed an excerpt of Burke’s book Unbound, in which she discusses the
beginning of this movement and its cultural relevance. Burke writes that her friends were the first
to notice #metoo taking social media by storm, and they relayed this information to her. Her
response was a mixture of both dismay and hope. Her dismay was characterized in this statement
“…if these white women start using this hashtag, and it gets popular, they will never believe that
a Black woman in her forties from the Bronx has been building a movement for the same
purposes, using those exact words, for years now” (Burke). Hope settled in when she
remembered her previous work, particularly a video where she spoke at a Philadelphia
conference in 2014 detailing metoo’s mission. Soon she expressed vindication of her previous
work in a social media message:
It has been amazing watching all of the pushback against Harvey Weinstein and
in support of his accusers over the last week. In particular, today I have watched
women on social media disclose their stories using the hashtag #metoo. It made
my heart swell to see women using this idea—one that we call “empowerment
through empathy”—to not only show the world how widespread and pervasive
sexual violence is, but also to let other survivors know they are not alone. The
point of the work we’ve done over the last decade with the ‘me too’ movement is
to let young women, particularly women of color, know they are not alone—it’s a
movement. It’s beyond a hashtag. It’s the start of a larger conversation and a
movement for radical community healing. Join us. (Burke)
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I found it interesting that Burke’s friend wrote that “predators are everywhere.” She listed work,
home, and houses of worship as being safe havens for predators. As mentioned before, sexual
deviance by spiritual leaders is ignored and denied. Thankfully, brave people like Burke and her
friends are acknowledging this truth as well as Christians like Ruth Everhart.
Everhart (2020) made the connection between #MeToo and the Protestant Church in her
groundbreaking work The #Me Too Reckoning: Facing the Church’s Complicity in Sexual
Abuse and Misconduct. She discusses her personal experience with sexual abuse as a minister at
a small Presbyterian church in New York. The perpetrator is called Zane Bollinger, and Everhart
tells how she perceived him as a trusted spiritual figure until he began making uncomfortable
advances toward her. She was a married woman with a young daughter at the time, so she felt
correct in resisting his advances. It came to a head when Bollinger walked into Everhart’s office
one day, and she was sitting in her chair back toward the door. He swiveled the chair around so
she faced him, then he proceeded to grope and kiss her. After this experience, Everhart tried to
tell church elders about Bollinger’s behavior, but they ignored her in favor of Bollinger who
denied her allegations. Everhart wrote that the aftermath was quite trying, especially because the
church council believed Bollinger instead of her.
Interpreting Scripture with a #MeToo-Friendly Lens
Everhart also shares Scripture that relates to this topic and offers new ways to reinterpret
them in the #MeToo era. She shared the stories of vulnerable women in the New Testament such
as the Samaritan woman and the woman with the issue of blood. Both had life-changing
encounters with Jesus. The Samaritan woman was looked down by the Jews because of her
ethnicity (Samaritans were half-Jewish), and she was rejected by other Samaritans for her life
choices (she had five husbands and was living with a boyfriend). Being fully Divine, Jesus knew
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all about her history, but He chose to love her instead of condemning her. How wonderful that
the Messiah of Israel and the world chose to reveal Himself to a woman needing water and
compassion!
As for the woman with the issue of blood, she spent 12 years in her infirmative state,
spending all of her life savings on doctors who could not find a cure. She heard about Jesus one
day and thought to herself, “If only I could touch the hem of his garment, then I will be healed”
(Mark 5.28). So she approached Jesus amidst a crowd and the death of a Jewish ruler’s daughter
and touched his cloak. Jesus felt power leave Him and turned around to see who touched Him.
Knowing that she would have to reveal herself, she came trembling forward. Although Jesus had
other things trying to distract Him, He chose to spend a moment with her commending her for
her faith. “Daughter, your faith has made you well” (Mark 5.34). Everhart thinks that the woman
suffered from a 12-year period, which was a problem under Mosaic Law. Whenever a woman
experienced her menstrual cycle, everything she touched was unclean. Both her house and body
were considered unclean, especially to Mosaic Law-following Jews. It was extraordinary that
she, an unclean woman, would dare to touch Jesus the Great Teacher. Even more revolutionary
was His compassion and commendation of her bold faith!
She also discussed 1 Corinthians 12, where Paul writes about the church being the body
of Christ. Paul writes, “But now God has set the members, each one of them, in the body just as
He pleased. And if they were all one member, where would the body be? But now indeed there
are many members, yet one body. And the eye cannot say to the hand, ‘I have no need of you’;
nor again the head to the feet, ‘I have no need of you’” (1 Cor. 12.18-21). Everyone in the
Christian Church has a gift and a purpose, even the “less glamourous” positions. In fact, the
seemingly inferior parts receive greater honor.
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And those members of the body which we think to be less honorable, on these we
bestow greater honor; and our unpresentable parts have greater modesty, but our
presentable parts have no need. But God composed the body, having given greater
honor to that part which lacks it, that there should be no schism in the body, but
that the members should have the same care for one another. And if one member
suffers, all the members suffer with it; or if one member is honored, all the
members rejoice with it (1 Cor. 12.22-26).
Her main message was that the church is meant to be a close-knit community of
members who love God, each other, and the world around them. This includes discussing the
good, bad, and ugly events in our lives, and being there for one another. We tend to share our
triumphs instead of our trials, especially when they deal with heady issues such as sexual abuse
and domestic violence. Currently, the church is doing a less-than-satisfactory job of being
supportive toward sexual abuse survivors. Most of the time, we do not even know who is being
victimized! So, the church should be aware of sexual abuse going on within its very walls and
recognize a unique opportunity to show the love of Jesus.
Anson Shupe discusses the economic side of this issue in his work Spoils of the
Kingdom: Clergy Misconduct and Religious Community(2007). He discusses the 2002 scandal
revealed by The Boston Globe, but he examines Protestantism by dividing it into categories such
as African American Protestantism and White Evangelicalism. He operationalizes his analysis
into three categories: sexual exploitation, economic exploitation, and excessive authoritative
exploitation. Contrary to popular belief, he writes that “A Protestant inventory of clergy sexual
exploitation can only be considered longer than that of Catholicism because Protestant
denominations are more numerous” (Shupe 24). Interestingly enough, a Web site called
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Reformation.com is a source created and run by Protestant volunteers that tracks Protestant
clergy sexual exploitation. “Since April 3, 1997, the group cited as ‘a sample of our scandals’
312 total cases, of which 59 involved Baptist ministers, 150 fundamentalist/evangelical ‘Bible’
church ministers, 31 Episcopalians, 22 Lutherans, 25 Methodists, 10 Presbyterians, and 13
various church ministers” (Shupe 24). Many “outrageous” stories can be heard about Protestant
ministers as well. For example, the Reverend Robert Eckert, an African Methodist Episcopal
minister in Grand Rapids, Michigan, was sentenced in 2000 for sexual involvement with a 15year-old babysitter. George Roche III, who was president of the conservative Christian Hillsdale
College, was alleged to have committed adultery with his daughter-in-law (and mother of his
grandson) for 15 years. He even carried on his affair when he divorced his wife of 44 years and
remarried! (Shupe 25). Talk about family values!
Economic exploitation includes anything from embezzling money to investment scams.
The Reverend Jim Bakker (more on him below) was found to be paying Jessica Hahn (his former
church secretary) “almost $200,000 for silence about having a sexual affair with him” (Shupe
35). The Internal Revenue Service and Federal Communications Commission investigated
Bakker and found that he defrauded at least 116,000 PTL members of $158,000. The reason: He
wanted to develop Bakker’s Heritage Village Christian theme park, hotel, and time-share resort
condominiums. Bakker and his closest associates used 47 bank accounts and 17 vice-presidents
to loot “his own ministry to finance a lavish, even profligate lifestyle” (Shupe 35). He eventually
went to prison for his crimes. Many other stories abound of ministers misusing money, from
bookkeeper Deborah Davis to the great minister Oral Roberts.
Authoritative exploitation involves misuse and abuse of authority. Shupe writes that
“Abuse of authority by a religious leader is defined here as excessive monitoring and controlling
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of the members’ livelihoods, resources, and lifestyles to enrich that leader in either money or in
furthering clerical power” (Shupe 36). An extreme examples is that some churches permit public
whippings for various indiscretions. More ordinarily, a pastor may exert excessive influence in a
parishioner’s life. A red flag is when a parishioner cannot make any decision without their
pastor’s approval. There is a fine line between asking for advice and being codependent with a
pastor. Authoritative exploitation also occurs when a pastor urges parishioners to vote for a
particular political candidate using spiritual persuasion. No ethical minister should advocate for a
certain political candidate or party due to separation of church and state. It also occurs when a
pastor is present in a parishioner’s life but in a way to enrich the pastor. This is sadly the case for
women who survive sexual abuse at the hands of a sexually deviant male minister.
Shupe is also unique because he applies social exchange theory to the issue of clergy
sexual abuse. Prior to Shupe, sociologists did not make the connection because social exchange
theory is based on real, tangible value. But he argues that symbolic value is just as powerful as
real value. Dealing with clergy malfeasance involves much symbolic value due to the nature of
religion. Obtaining eternal salvation and entrance into Heaven is not easily measured! Pastors
naturally are given great symbolic power since they claim to be God’s representatives to their
churches and the world. Hence, the “superhuman” qualities we give ministers. But that façade
must be broken because at the end of the day, all pastors are human. They also can exploit their
spiritual power to obtain and maintain power, especially if they are unethical.
Examining the Past
Since we have examined prominent literature on this topic, we can now critically engage
with the legacies of two prominent Christian leaders. One of them is Jim Bakker, best known for
heading the Praise the Lord (PTL) ministry alongside his wife Tammy Faye Bakker and was
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responsible for the Liberty theme park (he tried to create a Christian version of Walt Disney
World). He was also known for getting sexually involved with Jessica Hahn, his 21-year-old
church secretary. Today, he is currently an end-times preacher headquartered in Minnesota.
Bakker has made headlines remarking that Christians must “love” Donald Trump. “You know
what? Trump is a test whether you’re even saved. Only saved people can love Trump” (Montini).
This event reminded people of Bakker’s days with PTL Ministries and his relationship with
Jessica Hahn.
Hahn was quite willing to discuss her affair with Bakker after the fact. While Bakker
was sent to prison after being convicted on 24 counts of wire fraud, mail fraud and conspiracy
(Funk), Hahn appeared in Playboy magazine and hosted a radio show in Phoenix. Montini says
that Hahn’s story was a #MeToo moment even before the movement existed. She admitted that
her life was “a comedy routine”; both Johnny Carson and “Saturday Night Live” made jokes
about her story. After making that remark, she just laughed (Montini). Now, she is living on a
California farm with her movie stuntman husband. Interestingly enough, she is a Trump
supporter. Three years earlier in an interview with The Charlotte Observer, Hahn confronted her
past. She admitted to having anger at Bakker for manipulating her into having sex with him in a
Florida hotel room. Hahn was also angry at herself for being in the hotel room and for some of
her life choices—she posed nude in Playboy three times. People asked Hahn why she kept quiet,
and she implicitly referred to the #MeToo movement: “These women coming out now—there
were a million reasons….It’s like the power position is abused in every lifestyle, whether it’s
politics, religion, or business” (Funk). She certainly got that statement right!
The story starts on December 4, 1980, when Hahn received a call from John Wesley
Fletcher, a friend of Bakker’s and frequent guest on “The PTL Club.” Fletcher invited her to
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Florida, where Bakker was hosting a telethon. Being a fan of Bakker, Hahn jumped at the
opportunity. Hahn said that the plan was for her to meet Bakker and babysit his children. Two
days later, Bakker and Hahn met in a Clearwater Beach hotel room. The events of December 6,
1980, have different takes. Fletcher told the Observer in the 1980s that he invited Hahn because
Bakker wanted to make his wife jealous. In two 1984 interviews with the Observer, Hahn
maintained that Fletcher led her to think that she would just meet Bakker and watch the telethon.
In spite of these differing viewpoints, one thing can be agreed upon: Hahn was taken to the hotel
room where Bakker had sex with her. Hahn said that the young woman on December 6, 1980,
was naïve and vulnerable. “It’s like ‘Oh my God, this is like God walking into the room. I can’t
say no'” (Funk). She kept silent about what happened for a long time: “It was ‘Just keep your
mouth shut, Jess, because this is a church. Now, church was my world….Jim Bakker was my
world….I knew revealing what happened would affect millions of people” (Funk).
Unfortunately, this is not unique. Many survivors feel bound by fear (i.e. sworn to secrecy, fear
of tearing down one’s reputation, etc.). It is not good to keep silent, because the bad-acting
minister can use his charisma and power to control the narrative. But Hahn knew about this and
told her story to Charles Shepherd, the investigative reporter at the Charlotte Observer who was
investigating Bakker and PTL’s ultimate fall from grace.
In 1987, Bakker decided to tell his side of the story. Naturally his version of events were
totally different from Hahn’s perspective. The sexual encounter was finally made public on the
front page of the Observer, where Bakker’s resignation from PTL was declared. In his own
words, Bakker said:
I sorrowfully acknowledge that seven years ago in an isolated incident, I was
wickedly manipulated by treacherous former friends and then-colleagues who
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victimized me with the aid of a female confederate. They conspired to betray me
into a sexual encounter at a time of great stress in my marital life. Vulnerable as I
was at the time, I was set up as part of a scheme to co-opt me and obtain some
advantage for themselves in connection with their hope for position in the
ministry (Funk).
From a psychological point of view, Bakker seems to have an external locus of control.
People with this tendency say that external forces are responsible for the circumstances in their
lives. The extreme external locus of control manifests in conspiracy theories. This explanation
may have satisfied some people (especially Bakker’s and PTL’s most enthusiastic supporters),
but Hahn was angered by it. She broke down his statement and offered her response.
His first statement was ‘I was set up by a female confederate.’ No you weren’t.
You asked me to show up in Florida, pretending to take care of your kids. And
you came into a hotel room and you had sex with me. I didn’t push you away, but
you had sex with me. No, you weren’t set up by a female confederate. You
begged another preacher to get you a woman. And I was that woman. I want to
say, ‘Cut the crap!...You set me up.’…I was, like, 21 years old. I was really raised
in the church. I didn’t even know what ‘confederate’ meant. I didn’t even know
anything….See how I get angry? (Funk)
However, Bakker did admit to wrongdoing. He published a book in 1996 called I Was
Wrong, which was an apology for “living an opulent lifestyle that contradicted Jesus’ message to
love God, not money” (Funk). He described his encounter with Han as “a 15- to 20-minute tryst”
and wrote “I knew it was wrong. My conscience screamed at me every step of the way. But I
stupidly determined to make my wife jealous” (Funk). Hahn’s response is a mix of anger and
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tears: “Even though he wrote a book, ‘I Was Wrong’ and all that crap, you never came to me and
said it. And I never had a chance to tell you anything….I get angry because I was wrong. But so
were they….(Bakker) opened the door for a lot of hate toward me” (Funk).
The other leader is Ravi Zacharias, a prominent Christian philosopher. He authored many
books defending Christianity with philosophical arguments and was the head of an international
ministry. Unfortunately, Zacharias died in May 2020 of brain cancer, and allegations accusing
him of sexual abuse surfaced shortly after his death. Lori Anne Thompson, a survivor based in
Canada, has been vocal on her experiences with Zacharias. They met at two separate Canadian
events in 2014 and 2015, and afterwards communicated via cellphone and email. Thompson
survived childhood sexual abuse and told Zacharias about it. She grew to love and trust him as a
father figure and enjoyed his close attention. Shortly afterward, he began requesting photos of
Thompson, first clothed and then unclothed. Eventually, he began to request phone sex
(Silliman). The interactions with women did not stop there.
Ravi Zacharias had a few business interests. His self-named ministry was “a global
enterprise with 17 separate legal entities and more than 250 employees from Atlanta to
Singapore, from Spain to Peru” (Silliman). He also owned two Atlanta-area spas called Touch of
Eden and Jivan Wellness. Touch of Eden lasted from 2004 to 2008, and Jivan Wellness was in
operation from 2008 until 2015. Financial records obtained by Christianity Today indicate a
financial conflict of interest. When Touch of Eden opened, “Zacharias invested at least $50,000
and was listed as vice-president and owner of one-third of the company” (Silliman). Tax records
also show that RZIM was compensating Zacharias; he collected $365,000 from his own
ministry! (Silliman). He clearly had a conflict of interest as well; RZIM’s relief organization
Wellspring International clearly benefited from Zacharias’ business ventures (Silliman). That
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money could have gone toward needs that RZIM had instead of being used for an ultimately
unsuccessful business venture. Besides, a ministry is a nonprofit organization and spas are forprofit companies; for-profit and nonprofit interests should not intersect in this way.
Zacharias’ estate is proving to be quite powerful. Thompson ended up signing a nondisclosure agreement (NDA) promising her silence, and the feeling was mutual. Zacharias
released an 800-word statement revealing his side of the story and did not elaborate further due
to the NDA. Thompson, on the other hand, wants to be free from the NDA. She explained that
Zacharias requested nude photos of her and justified his desire by saying that she was a reward
for the great “cost” of his ministry (Silliman). Victims’ advocates would agree with Thompson.
Rachael Denhollander, a lawyer and prominent victims’ advocate who is a survivor of sexual
abuse, tweeted her opinion. “Ravi’s estate needs to release Lori from the NDA they forced on
her. Survivors—your attorney should NEVER allow an NDA. EVER. Leaders—if YOUR
attorney wants a survivor or witness to sign an NDA, you aren’t getting help doing the right
thing. Shame on you, and them” (Silliman). Ravi’s family felt it proper to keep the NDA
effective. The family may think that it would protect Zacharias’ reputation (and his ministry’s
reputation). Another justifiable reason is that an NDA would protect survivors. But I would agree
with Thompson and Denhollander in this situation.
I believe that being public about sexual abuse especially in a religious context is
validating for survivors, and it reveals potential vices of leaders. If Christians expect pastors to
be upstanding leaders in their churches, not imposing NDAs for an unreasonable period of time
ensures accountability. If the survivor wants to be free from an NDA, the perpetrator or his estate
should honor that wish. Ensuring justice and closure for survivors is more valuable than trying to
gather the vestiges of a perpetrator’s reputation (no matter how respected he was). We must also
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consider how younger people perceive the church. Millennials and Gen-Zers see the church
corruption being brought to light and are leaving the church in droves. They conclude that church
is full of nothing but hypocrites and lose faith in this institution. Pastors (and the Protestant
Church as a whole) need to take note of the #MeToo movement’s command to uncover the truth
and reveal it, no matter the cost. Someone who claims to represent God has more authority than a
professor, businessman, or even lawyer. A pastor claims to be the voice of God. If someone is
hurt by a minister (i.e. a woman preyed upon by a male minister) and is left nursing her wounds,
then based on her experience with the minister, she feels that God has abandoned her. Thankfully
most ministers know the extent of their spiritual power and choose not to abuse it. However,
some ministers take hold of spiritual power and take advantage of it.
My Solution
One of the solutions to these problems is religious disobedience. It is intended to combat
the false dichotomy of stay/leave. This dichotomy is perceived that if a survivor chooses to leave
a church led by an abusive minister, she risks the wrath of God. Most ministers attempt to
control survivors through this tactic, and unfortunately many survivors subject themselves to
greater harm by adopting this logic. It is very similar to civil disobedience as demonstrated by
notable leaders such as Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Jr. They believed that it was
permissible to disobey a law if it was morally unjust. Gandhi protested British rule of India by
starving himself and living a simple life, acting as a catalyst for India to achieve independence in
1947. King believed that segregationist policies were unequal since most facilities intended for
whites were superior to those designated for people of color. So him and his followers
participated in sit-ins, freedom rides, and other activities that were denied to people of color, and
the nation took notice. Eventually, these changes were codified in the Voting Rights Act of 1964.
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I envision religious disobedience to be like Gandhi and King’s idea of civil disobedience
in a spiritual context. Sexual abuse survivors in the church have a right to protest since sexual
abuse by ministers is condemned. Unfortunately, some churches take this condemnation for
granted and do not codify it. Most Evangelical churches are wary of a governing code because
they prefer adhering to the Bible alone instead of the Bible plus denominational rules, so they opt
to govern their own churches. This logic is valid, but it is shortsighted in the sense that there is
no comprehensive written guidance for Evangelical churches in existence to help deal with
sexual abuse. In fact, when sexual abuse occurs and there is little to no guidance available, faulty
coping mechanisms can make matters worse. The worst mechanism is silence. Once church
elders are aware of abuse in the church, they fear the consequences of the truth getting out (most
notably, the pastor’s and church’s reputations are soiled). Soon enough, church members will
realize that something is wrong (“Our pastor is facing serious allegations; How do we respond?”)
and division in the church occurs. Usually, there are three groups: one faction is convinced that
the pastor is innocent, one section believes that the pastor is guilty, and the third group has no
opinion and/or stays out of the fray. The church is so occupied with the sexual abuse and the
fallout that it eventually loses sight of its original mission, which is to proclaim the Gospel of
Jesus Christ and serve as His representatives.
Some people may ask, “Why should survivors take a peaceful route? Will violence spark
an aggressive reform that peace cannot?” This question is rooted in the MLK vs. Malcolm X
debate. Some people think that MLK and his followers did not do enough to achieve civil rights
through their peaceful methods. They argue that Malcolm X and the Black Panther Party were
able to spark change, and some even contend that they did not go far enough! I would respond
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that going the peaceful route is always best. If nothing is done, then violence can be considered
as a last resort.
Imagine that an adult female attending a Baptist church was seeing her male pastor
during a trying time in her life. Her husband walked out on her and she has to take care of her
young child. She feels alone in the world, and the pastor is aware of this. He also feels a strong
sexual attraction toward his counselee. So he proceeds to sleep with her and she consents. This
relationship goes on for approximately six months, and the woman realizes that their sexual
intimacy is unhealthy. She begins to see a therapist and also reaches out to the Southern Baptist
Convention for help. Her need is not met with a response. She continues reaching out to the
powers that be to no avail. Over the course of her therapy, she finds that she has a difficult time
forgiving the pastor and decides to take matters into her own hands. She waits until the church is
unoccupied and proceeds to set the church on fire, ensuring that no one will know it was her.
Was the woman justified in destroying the church?
Some would say no, she was not justified in her action. She destroyed property that was
not hers, and she expressed her anger in an unproductive way. Besides, the church would
presumably have to spend much money trying to rebuild the church. Some would argue that the
money collected in offering should have been used to help an organization outside of the church.
Others would say yes, she was justified. They would say that she tried to seek help in a peaceful
manner and was met with a cold shoulder. As a result, she felt that she could only be heard by
doing something drastic, hence burning down the church. They would say that violence was the
last resort, and she was desperate enough to use this option. I would respond that she was not
justified, but she is not an evil person. She broke the ethical code (destroying someone’s
property) but did not break a moral code (the Ten Commandments). It should be noted that this
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logic does not apply if she murders the pastor. She would be considered evil for taking a person’s
life and resented for not letting the legal system run its course. (Vigilante justice is a topic best
saved for another paper but should be brought up for the purpose of this scenario). Thankfully
survivors do not have to feel so desperate about being heard and believed these days.
The beauty of the #MeToo movement is that it encourages survivors to speak out instead
of keeping quiet. Survivors are less likely to feel so desperate that they would want to burn a
church down just to ensure that their voice is heard. This philosophy is very similar to a college
professor encouraging their students to ask questions because other students may be asking
themselves the same question, but not be brave enough to speak it. In the same way, #MeToo
prompted survivors (mainly women) to learn about others’ stories and even be brave enough to
share their own. Dealing with sexual abuse in a religious context is no different. Encouraging
sexual abuse survivors to be silent about their experiences is destructive because it discourages
vulnerability. Scripture is full of stories where Jesus meets vulnerable people where they are, and
Christians must confront their vulnerabilities head-on and pray for one another. James writes that
“the prayer of a righteous man avails much (James 5.16).” Too often Christians feel like they
always have to “have it all together”, even when they are going through difficult seasons. The
apostle Paul writes that Christians must “pray for one another” (James 5.16), and so not praying
for a vulnerable person such as a sexual abuse survivor disobeys the Scriptural mandates.
Benefits of Adopting My Solution & Objections
Dealing with sexual abuse also presents an opportunity for the Church to practice its
mission. It is true that many evils have been committed in the name of Christianity, but much
good can be attributed to it. Institutions such as the Salvation Army and Mayo Clinic can trace
their origins back to Christian influence. Ideally, a survivor should experience compassion and
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grace from a congregation. In reality, holding fallible beliefs about sexual abuse leads to scorn
and judgment. The congregation often allocates the blame to the survivor, while ignoring the
pastor’s responsibility. Members often think that the survivor wore something provocative, made
a lewd comment, or performed some action that deserved the abuse. I attribute this reality to an
over-glorification of the minister. Too often we place a pastor on a high pedestal and believe that
he is superhuman in a sense. We often do not consider that ministers have sexualities just like we
do, and the idea of a pastor entertaining sexual thoughts about a parishioner is unthinkable! A
respect for authority is warranted, given the fact that a pastor is a spiritual leader for the church,
but it can be taken to the extreme in the sense that the pastor is perceived as infallible. This
extreme respect for authority can be especially problematic in conservative Christian churches
because conservatives tend to trust authority figures more than liberals, who possess a higher
tendency of questioning authority.
Another problem is that most Christians are simply uninformed about the prevalence of
sexual abuse and the resources available to mitigate this issue. If a parishioner confessed to
sexual abuse, most would be taken aback and would not know where to turn. Thankfully, many
resources are available at the local, state and national levels. For example, the Rape, Abuse and
Incest National Network (RAINN) has a national hotline that survivors can call, and the National
Sexual Violence Resource Center (NSVRC) can be reached on many social media platforms. It
even has a large library of legal resources available to those who want to seek closure and justice
through the justice system. There are resources in the Christian world as well. For example, an
organization called Godly Response to Abuse in the Christian Environment (GRACE) is “the
leading evangelical organization specializing in awareness, education, and investigations of
sexual abuse handling by religious organizations” (“GRACE”). This organization believes in
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listening to the voices of survivors and assisting churches with becoming safe communities for
them. It was started by a man named Boz Tchividjian. He heard about the prevalence of sexual
abuse among both children and adults as well as the Church’s inadequate response in those
situations. Tchividjian nicely summed up his organization’s mission:
GRACE exists to equip the church with a vision for authentic community, where
responsibility, accountability, and compassion are second nature and caring for
children and adult survivors of abuse are non-negotiable. Though the history of
the Church can make this approach seem radical, we believe educating and
empowering God’s people to love the vulnerable and wounded as Jesus does is
nothing more and nothing less the fulfillment of His teaching (“A Message From
Our Founder—GRACE”).
Another organization is Journey to Heal (JTH) Ministries. Its philosophy stems from a
book by the same name, written by Crystal Sutherland. Sutherland is a survivor of sexual abuse
and wants survivors to know that “while the recovery process is complex, healing can happen
with God’s help” (“Journey to Heal Ministries”). JTH is located in Wilmington, North Carolina,
and provides resources for survivors. For example, both in-person and online groups are offered
where women go through Sutherland’s book. Other helpful books are recommended, and a page
under the “Resources” tab provides facts about sexual abuse. There are many other great
resources in existence, but this is a small sample of trusted organizations. Fortune (1983) also
advocates for pastors and other Christians to volunteer at rape crisis centers and other
organizations like RAINN. People in those places deserve to hear the Gospel and receive
assistance from Christians; if Jesus were walking the earth, He would spend time with those
individuals.
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Christianity in modern America has become a system where believers must strive to
become like Christ, through a list of “dos and don’ts” (I call it legalism). Sexuality is the subject
that is most susceptible to policing by churches. A phenomena called “purity culture” has
developed, and it does more harm than good. It is true that Scripture discusses sexual purity; Paul
even refers to the Church as “a chaste virgin presented before Christ” (2 Cor. 11.2). There are
health benefits in abstaining from premarital sex, such as less likelihood of contracting sexually
transmitted diseases and avoiding unwanted pregnancy. However, purity culture permits
acceptance of a worldview where women are known exclusively by their sexuality. This purity
culture mindset excludes human worth found in other traits such as intelligence and a sound
moral compass. Following this logic, a woman who suffers sexual abuse is perceived as “spoiled
goods” who shares some responsibility in the outcome and is not worthy of being called “a good
Christian girl.” Adhering to this reasoning can be quite debilitating to the process of healing for a
sexual abuse survivor.
Both sexual and financial abuse in the Protestant Church are problematic. So what should
be done about it? A potential idea is funding survivor support programs who want to speak the
truth but are wary of potential consequences. Perhaps interested churches could set aside funds to
ensure that survivors have resources to protect themselves. Even further, nonprofit organizations
can be set up for this very purpose, and churches could partner with these organizations. If a
survivor needs help, resources such as mental health counselors, doctors, and legal assistance
would be available. If a survivor decides to leave their church or even leave the area, these
organizations and churches can assist with their journey. Proponents of this idea would point to
the success of RAINN, NSVRC, and other organizations and ask, “If these organizations can
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work in a secular context, why should we think that they could not operate in a religious
context?”
After all, proponents would argue that this idea has an advantage over the other
organizations. They would argue that religious survivor support programs would be most
concerned about spiritual health, an issue that other organizations have little to no expertise (or
patience) addressing. If implemented, religious survivor support organizations would work
closely with ministers who are qualified to deal with these situations to answer hard theological
questions. Questions such as “Why would an omnibenevolent God allow such evil to happen to
me?” can be answered in a sensitive and accurate manner. Even more, if churches decide to
partner with these organizations, survivors can have loving congregations to support them
(especially if they want to leave their previous churches or feel unsupported by them). The
option to seek justice through the legal system would also be presented to survivors. They would
not be forced to do so, but legal counsel would be available if a survivor feels it is the best route
toward achieving closure and justice.
Skeptics and opponents of these organizations would have some questions for the
proponents. They would ask, “How qualified should a minister be to work for these
organizations?” A suggestion could be someone who has worked in ministry for at least 10 years,
but age can also be an issue (older people tend to believe myths more often than younger
people). So perhaps a minister who has demonstrated both compassion for others and selfawareness should be qualified to assist these organizations. Female ministers are certainly an
advantage; survivors may feel more comfortable opening up to a woman instead of a man. But it
is also important that male ministers have a role in sexual abuse prevention. Men should also
have a chance at learning about their biases and countering them with truth that can be found
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from a viewpoint different from their own. Once they learn about myths surrounding sexual
abuse and how they have impacted Christian culture for many years, they can play an active role
in reversing those harmful trends. If men are a part of the problem, they should also be a part of
the solution.
Skeptics would also ask, “Why should churches fund these survivor support
organizations?” Sexual abuse is not a popular topic for sermons, and it is unfortunate because
sexual abuse is a regular occurrence in our culture. Trull and Creech (2017) cited a statistic that
only one-third of ministers have preached about sexual abuse. This should be very startling to
Christians. However, Adelle M. Banks of Religion News Service reported that “Half of
Protestant pastors say they preach to their churches about domestic and sexual abuse, an increase
from four years ago” (2018). The survey, conducted by LifeWay Research and co-sponsored by
Sojourners and IMA World Health, indicated an increase from four years ago, when only a third
of ministers raised the issue. A total of 1,000 ministers participated in this survey via phone.
Results indicated that there was an increase in both ministers knowing someone experiencing
sexual abuse and being survivors themselves. Jenna Barnett, coordinator of Sojourners’ Women
and Girls Campaign, believes that “the increases could be caused at least in part by a decrease in
the taboo of declaring oneself a survivor and in increase in literacy about abuse and harassment”
(Banks 2018). Among ministers who heard of the #MeToo movement, 4 in 10 said they were
“more inclined to preach about sexual and domestic violence. A similar percentage said they
understood more about the topics because of the movement” (Banks 2018). These survivor
support organizations could be a major part of ensuring that churches are aware of sexual
violence’s impact on Christian culture and provide ways to fulfill Christ’s mission of loving the
vulnerable.
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Some ministers said that they preached on sexual and domestic violence less than once a
year. Their rationale: “It is not a problem in our congregation.” Some skeptics and opponents of
survivor support organizations may raise this objection as well. My response, echoed by Scott
McConnell (executive director of LifeWay Research): If something is prevalent in mainstream
American culture, then there is no reason to think that it is not a problem in their congregations.
“Especially a topic like this—it’s hard to share you’ve been a victim, and so the natural tendency
is not to share. When you begin to speak about it, suddenly you’re giving people license to
confide in you” (Banks 2018). If churches are funding these whistleblower organizations, then
they will be more likely to preach about sexual abuse and give congregants license to confide in
them. If this happens, then the overall taboo that the church has about sexuality will be broken
and healing will be possible for those who need it.
Another encouraging statistic: “Researchers found that more clergy are making referrals
to a service agency or offering couples or marriage counseling, with 8 in 10 pastors saying they
had made a referral and 7 in 10 saying they had provided counseling” (2018). Another pro of
whistleblower organizations is that they will have available resources that pastors can refer
others to. Even better, ministers can provide their own counseling to those who need it and
interested ministers can be empowered by these whistleblower organizations. The point is that
whistleblower organizations and their partnering churches could be great examples of the good
that the Christian Church can do in society. Some people have left the church because of its poor
dealing with sexual abuse, and this solution can provide much-needed validation to sexual abuse
survivors in the Church.
Conclusion
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There has been a cultural reckoning taking place over the last few years, and it is
encouraging. I am glad that the #MeToo movement pointed out sexual sins going on behind the
scenes in areas like entertainment, business and government. Sexual abuse survivors in the
Church have also been brave in sharing their stories. Banks (2018) provided an encouraging
picture of the Protestant Church’s response to the #MeToo movement, but there is still a long
way to go yet. Changing people and culture is not easy, especially when they have
interdependent relationships (i.e. culture influences people and people influence culture). I
contend that both culture and people need to recognize shortcomings in their assumptions as well
as the effect that their assumptions have on their spiritual life. Financial abuse is also a major
problem; I have noticed that it tends to play a role in the life of an ecclesiastical sexual
perpetrator. Greed is a vice that pastors need to be on the lookout for, because “one’s life does
not consist in the abundance of the things he possesses” (Luke 12.15).
Much literature has been written on child sexual abuse and its effects in an ecclesiastical
context, and I anticipate that more insights will be gleaned into this topic in the future. I hope
that further research will look into same-sex abuse in a spiritual context (i.e. a male minister and
a male sexual abuse survivor). It is a vastly different experience from male perpetrator-female
survivor relationships and brings a different set of implications (i.e. the reality of homosexual
desires and loss of “conventional” masculinity). I also expect that future research will continue to
examine how the #MeToo movement and the church intersects. For example, I would be curious
to see how #MeToo’s effects would be different in a comparative study of Protestant (say
Southern Baptist), Roman Catholic and Greek Orthodox contexts. The importance of
#ChurchToo should also not be neglected by scholars; purity culture has a vast influence on
policing sexuality in the church and it has hurt sexual abuse survivors in many ways.
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In this paper, I have sought to answer the question “Should the Protestant Church
acknowledge the #MeToo movement, and if so, how?” My answer is a resounding yes, and part
of the solution is acknowledging the Christian Church’s overall unwillingness to be open about
sexuality. The conflicting interpretations about women (e.g. the harlot/virtuous woman
dichotomy) is a grievous oversimplification of women that neglects the biblical view of women
(who are equal with men and given reign over the earth) and has negatively affected Christian
sexual ethics. One scriptural misinterpretation can be passed down many years and can justify
sexual wrongdoing against women. I discussed Jim Bakker and Ravi Zacharias’ legacies as
spiritual leaders whose reputations were ruined by sexual abuse. They will have to account for
their wrongdoings someday, but their stories serve as examples of spiritual leaders the Church
does not need. After all, so many Millennials and Gen-Zers have left the Church partially for this
reason. Financial abuse also is a sin that requires a reckoning; some ministers think that because
they are “men of God” that they deserve to be served. That picture is not what Jesus envisioned
for His followers, and those leaders need to be called out for their erroneous behavior. My
solution called religious disobedience will help survivors and concerned parishioners to hold
pastors accountable. There is a gap between the Protestant Church and its ethics, and I want to be
one of many people who will stand in it and ensure that pastors are accountable for their actions.
I would also like to add that I created a one-hour workshop pertaining to this topic as part
of my project. I included the PowerPoint slides in the following Appendix. I originally intended
to pilot this workshop with students at Winebrenner Theological Seminary but was unable to
connect with interested faculty. (Perhaps the pandemic had a lot to do with this refusal). I
intended the workshop to be administered virtually, hence the “Introduce Yourself in the Chat
Box” slide. I also intended to pilot this workshop with another Christian group, but I was unable
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to connect with this group as well. Perhaps one day either myself or someone else can expand
upon what I roughly envisioned for this project.
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BY HAYLEY CARTER

“STANDING IN
THE GAP”:
COMBATING
SEXUAL ABUSE IN
THE PROTESTANT
CHURCH

ABOUT ME: HAYLEY CARTER
•

Honors Student at Bowling Green State University

•

Philosophy, Politics, Economics and Law (PPEL) Major and Communication Minor

•

Southern Baptist Background; Nondenominational Christian
•

•

Been a Christian for 12+ Years

Please Introduce Yourself in the Chat Box:
1.

Name

2.

Geographic Location

3.

W hat Are You Studying?

4.

One Fun Fact About You
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• My Honors capstone (thesis) project
• Literature Review

INTRODUCTION
TO THIS
WORKSHOP

• Relationship Between the Protestant Church and
#MeToo movement
• Slow to Adopt Reforms

• Trigger Warning
• Mandatory Reporting
• Resources

By the end of this presentation, you should know:
1.

How to identify warning signs of sexual abuse

2.

How to skillfully deal with a situation of sexual abuse

WORKSHOP
OUTCOMES
Recommendations:
• Video cameras that are on are highly encouraged!
• Please keep your microphone muted until you reach
your breakout room.
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WARNING
SIGNS OF
SEXUAL ABUSE

•

Excessive touching (i.e., hugging for too long)

•

Crude jokes

•

Hostile environment

•

Financial abuse

•

Overt interest in a parishioner’s sex life

•

Insisting on spending time alone w/a parishioner, no interruptions

•

Treating a parishoner as a “favorite”

•

Refuses autonomy to a particular person

(The Ethics of Christian Ministry by Trull and Creech, 2017 and
https://www.parentsprotect.co.uk/warning-signs-in-children-andadults.htm#Warning%20Signs%20in%20Adults)

Any Others? (this is not an exhaustive list;
breakout room; 5-minute activity)

BREAKOUT
ROOMS

1.

Introduce Yourselves

2.

Designate a Spokesperson

3.

Generate 2-3 Additional Warning Signs

4.

Debrief
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• Religious Disobedience
• Similar to civil disobedience
• Combats false dichotomy

THE SOLUTION

• Stay w/ abuser or risk “God’s wrath”

• Recognize abuser’s attempt to control survivors
• Codes
• Presbyterian Church, Unitarian Church
• All churches are against sexual abuse in any form

• Abusers use Scripture to suit their ends

RELIGIOUS
DISOBEDIENCE

• Misquoted Scriptures
• Myths of Sexual Abuse
• Truth: God is Never Angry at Victims
• Recognize Abuser’s Influence and God’s Real Love
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INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE/ACTIONS/POLICIES
• Create a Guide for Dealing with Sexual Abuse (Short- and Long-Term)
• Involve Police and Other Professionals
• Speak the Truth!
• Care for the Survivor
• Learn about myths surrounding sexual violence/abuse as well as the #MeToo movement’s
accomplishments

• Preach more sermons on this topic

RESOURCES
• Rape,Abuse, and Incest National Network (RAINN)
•

Call the hotline (800.656.HOPE [5673]) or visit https://www.rainn.org/

• National Sexual Violence Resource Center (NSVRC)
•

Visit https://www.nsvrc.org/survivors or connect via social media (Facebook,Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn,YouTube)

• National Suicide Prevention Hotline
•

Call 800.273.8255 or visit www.suicidepreventionhotline.org

• National Domestic Violence Hotline
•

Call 800.799.7233 or visit www.thehotline.org

• There are also resources available in various states (RAINN and NSVRC can get you started, but a simple Google search also
adequate).
• Foundations such as Joyful Heart (For Survivors page) and It Happened to Alexa (legal assistance) are also helpful!
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